A journey of 1000 miles starts with the 1st step …
Your professional success can start with
AT&T Internship Program!
Our roots go back to 1875; we are direct ancestors of Alexander Graham Bell. Today, the AT&T name is the mostrecognized communications brand in the U.S. and around the globe. We are offering a unique opportunity to be a
part of AT&T experience.









A real work at international company
English as working language
New and practical experience
Rotation through different positions and teams in company
Practical application of knowledge gained during studies
Possibility to see functioning of various management areas in business
Ability to establish effective partnership and working relationship
Opportunity to participate in management development and leadership program

General Manager Internship

We are looking for someone who has:
 Clear vision why he/she would like to be in
AT&T
 Sincere interest in Telecommunication
industry segment
 Good English level (verbal and written)
 Telecommunications/Networking field of
study is advantage
 Friendly, open-minded and cooperative
attitude
 Can influence and lead others
 Can solve problems creatively
 Is stress resistant

And this is our offer:
 You would start working on June 15, 2012
 You would work 3 days per week - Tuesday,
Wednesday, Thursday
 You would spend 2 weeks working in the
afternoons and enjoy partnering with your US
counterparts
 AT&T dedicated manager will mentor you, take
you through all processes and will provide you all
support you will need
 You would get paid too!

Please send us your CV and motivation letter, where you will explain why “Our next big thing could be you”.
Please write us about yourself and the reasons why you are interested in AT&T internship program, what your
expectations and plans are.
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